
“The unusual-looking wash arm at the bottom of the 
tub, called SatelliteSpray, adds a circular sprayer to 
one end for better corner coverage… it helped push 
this Electrolux ahead of other great dishwashers that 
had difficulty cleaning corners.”

New!  
SatelliteSpray™ arm
An innovative rotating wash zone gives 
you 400% more water coverage, targeting 
virtually every spot in your dishwasher for 
a truly professional-level clean.

“Four upward-pointing nozzles are located towards 
the front of the upper rack, designed for washing the 
inside of water and baby bottles.” 

New!  
target waSh ZoNeS
Spray jets deliver a targeted wash to the 
most challenging dirty dishes, from sport 
bottles to heavy-duty pots and pans.

“Silicone supports keep your glasses and mugs from 
moving during the wash, and flexible stemware clips 
keep delicate glassware from rattling around.”

New!  
luxury Soft grip rackS
Luxury Soft Grip Racks hold plastics and 
dishware in place, and prevent flipping, for a 
more thorough clean.

“…the EI24ID50QS beams a blue light on the floor 
when a cycle is finished, letting you know at a glance 
when it’s time to unload.”

New!  
cleaN light floor iNdicator
Floor beam light indicates when cycle is 
complete and dishes are clean since the 
dishwasher is so quiet at 47 dBA.

“Unlike some other high-end dishwashers with a third 
rack, the EI24ID50QS’s entire cutlery tray can easily 
be lifted off its track, making loading and unloading a 
breeze.”

New!  
third-leVel rack
Convenient space for spatulas and unique 
kitchen tools, or extra room for everyday 
utensils. Easily lifts out for convenient 
unloading.

iNNoVatioN aNd excelleNce.

“let’s get one thing out of the way: as far as our tests 
are concerned, the electrolux ei24id50QS (mSrp $1,099) 

is the closest any machine has come to dishwasher 
perfection.” – Reviewed.com

electrolux diShwaSher receiVeS 

a perfect 10!
EI24ID50QS Dishwasher Receives Editors’ Choice Award from Reviewed.com

InnovAtIon HERE’S WHAt REvIEWED.CoM SAID

Quotes taken from Reviewed.com article 2014 review.
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free 
diShwaSher 
iNStallatioN
with purchase of select 
Electrolux Dishwashers  
via Mail-In Rebate for a 
Prepaid MasterCard®  
Card up to $100.

promotioN

Quotes taken from Reviewed.com article 2014 review.

ei24id50QS…“Better thaN 99% of  
diShwaSherS teSted”

“the ei24id50QS’s Normal cycle gave us nearly perfect results, 
outperforming any dishwasher we’ve tested in the past.” – Reviewed.com

if there’s any 
dishwasher out 
there that can cause 
brand devotees to 
jump ship, this is it.     

“

”
– Reviewed.com

Reviewed.com is the trusted source for independent appliance reviews for USA 
Today. It reaches over 1.3 million consumers each month who are in the market 
for a new appliance. Reviewed.com reviewed dishwashers from every major 
brand including Bosch, KitchenAid, Samsung, LG, Whirlpool, among others.  

“compared to dishwashers that sell for hundreds 
more, such as the Bosch She8pt55uc, the 

ei24id50QS offers more options, more features, 
and better cleaning power.” – Reviewed.com


